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Automatic identification of bird species by their vocalization is studied in this paper. Bird sounds are represented with two diﬀerent
parametric representations: (i) the mel-cepstrum parameters and (ii) a set of low-level signal parameters, both of which have
been found useful for bird species recognition. Recognition is performed in a decision tree with support vector machine (SVM)
classifiers at each node that perform classification between two species. Recognition is tested with two sets of bird species whose
recognition has been previously tested with alternative methods. Recognition results with the proposed method suggest better or
equal performance when compared to existing reference methods.
Copyright © 2007 Seppo Fagerlund. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Interest towards automatic recognition of bird species based
on their vocalization has increased and many recent studies have been published [1–5]. Bird species identification is a
typical pattern recognition problem and most studies include
signal preprocessing feature extraction and classification sections. Bird vocalization segmentation into smaller recognition units is performed by hand or automatically. The number of species has ranged between 2 and 16 in previous studies.
The works of Anderson et al. [6] and Kogan and Margoliash [7] were among the first attempts to recognize bird
species automatically by their sounds. They applied dynamic
time warping and hidden Markov models for automatic song
recognition of Zebra Finche (Taeniopygia guttata) and Indigo Punting (Passerina cyanea). In these studies, syllables
were represented by spectrograms and classification was performed by matching the spectrograms to predefined prototypes. Comparison of spectrograms is computationally demanding, and in the case of field recordings, they often also
include environmental information that is not relevant to
recognition of bird species.
Neural network classifiers were used in [1, 8]. Mcllraith
and Card [8] tested recognition of songs of six species common to Manitoba, Canada. In this work, songs were represented by spectral and temporal parameters. The dimensionality of the feature space was reduced by selecting features
for classification by means of their discriminative ability.

Selouani et al. [1] improved the neural network approach by
adding a feedback loop to the multilayer perceptron (MLP)
network. They tested classification of sixteen Canadian bird
species, whose manually extracted syllables were represented
by linear prediction coeﬃcients. Similar to SVM classifiers,
the training of artificial neural networks is computationally
demanding, but the classification phase is relatively fast for
both methods.
Kwan et al. [2] used Gaussian mixture models (GMM)
to classify 11 bird species. Bird sounds were represented with
mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCC). Kwan et al. also
introduced a system for automatic monitoring of birds in
field conditions. Tyagi et al. [4] introduced a new representation for bird syllables which was based on the average
spectrum over time and classification was based on template matching. Tyagi et al. introduced four reference recognition systems that were based on dynamic time warping and
GMM with three diﬀerent feature representations. Diﬀerent
approaches to bird species recognition were introduced in
the work of Vilches et al. [3]. They used data mining techniques for classification and analyses were performed on a
pulse-by-pulse basis in contrast to traditional syllable-based
systems.
This work was performed within the AveSound project
[9]. The objective of this research is to develop a fully automatic system for bird species recognition from their sounds
made in field conditions. The system is based on the recognition of syllables that are the building blocks of bird songs
and calls [10]. In [11] bird vocalization was modeled using
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only one sinusoid while in [12] the harmonic structure was
incorporated into the model. In [13] recognition was based
on the comparison of syllable histograms. Previous works
have studied only birds whose vocalization is mostly tonal
or harmonic. However, many birds produce also inharmonic
or noise-like sounds [14]. In [15] recognition of species that
produce regularly inharmonic sounds were studied. Selin et
al. [16] studied species that produce tonal, harmonic, and
inharmonic sounds. Diﬀerent parametric representations of
bird syllables were studied in [17]. The main emphasis and
focus of this article is in applying support vector machine
classifiers to the recognition of bird species and to compare its performance to alternative pattern recognition tools
already tested within the AveSound project. Fundamental
parts of the recognition system are also revised in this article. Recognition was tested using two diﬀerent datasets previously used in the AveSound project.
This article is organized as follows. Categories of bird vocalization are introduced in Section 2. Also, a method for
segmentation of bird sounds into basic elements of the recognition system is introduced. Section 3 describes parametric
representations of bird vocalization while Section 4 introduces the support vector machine classification method and
system used for classification in this work. Recognition results with bird data are presented and compared to previous
work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical levels of song for the common chaﬃnch.

(1) Find syllable candidates, that is, regions that are above
syllable threshold TdB .
(2) Update NdB from gaps between syllable candidates.
(3) Update the threshold, for example, TdB = NdB /2 and return
to step 1.

SEGMENTATION OF BIRD SOUNDS

Bird sounds are typically divided into categories of songs
and calls depending upon their function. Generally, songs are
longer and more complex than calls and occur more spontaneously. The main function of songs is related to breeding
and territorial defense. Many bird species sing only during
the breeding season and is generally further limited to males
only. Call sounds are typically short vocalizations that carry
a function, for example, an alarm, flight, or feeding. Distinguishing between songs and calls can sometimes be ambiguous and hence the separation of bird sounds into these categories is not studied in this work.
Bird sounds can also be divided into hierarchical levels of
phrases, syllables, and elements [10]. For example, the levels of a typical song from the Common Chaﬃnch (Fringilla
coelebs) are illustrated in Figure 1. A phrase is a series of syllables that occurs in a particular pattern. Usually syllables in
a phrase are similar to each other, but sometimes they can
also be diﬀerent as in the last frame of the song presented
in Figure 1. Syllables are constructed from elements but in
simple cases syllables and elements are one and the same.
However, complex syllables may be constructed from several
elements. Separation of elements in complex syllables is often diﬃcult and can be ambiguous. Call sounds are usually
comprised of one syllable or a series of similar syllables and
the phrase level cannot be detected. The phrase level is commonly also missing in the songs of certain species. In this
work the syllable is regarded as the smallest unit of bird vocalization.

Phrases

Algorithm 1

The segmentation of a recording into individual syllables
is performed using an iterative time-domain algorithm [14].
First, a smooth energy envelope of the signal is computed on
the decibel scale and the maximum value is set to 0 dB. The
global minimum energy is chosen as the initial background
noise level estimate NdB . The initial threshold TdB is set to
half of the initial noise level, which is itself set to the lowest
signal envelope energy level. The noise and threshold levels
are updated using Algorithm 1 until convergence is obtained
indicating that the noise level is suﬃciently stable.
Once the algorithm has converged, syllable candidates
that are very close to each other are grouped together in order to prevent a border eﬀect [18]. Also, temporally distinct
syllable elements that are detected separately are grouped together. In this work syllable, candidates that are less than 15
milliseconds apart of each other are joined together to become one syllable.
3.

FEATURE EXTRACTION OF SYLLABLES

The segmented syllable candidates are represented using
two diﬀerent parametrization methods. The mel-cepstrum
model is a common parametrization method used frequently
in speech recognition. A second parametrization method
employs a set of descriptive signal parameters and is used
in many audio classification problems. Descriptive signal parameters include both temporal and spectral features. Both
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parametrization methods are presented in the following section in more detail.
3.1. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
Mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCC) [19] have been
a popular signal representation method used in many audio
classification tasks, especially in automatic speech recognition (ASR). The basis for the MFCC mel-frequency scale is
derived from the human perceptual system. Perceptual systems of birds are not the same as in humans, but exhibit similar characteristics. The calculation of MFCC parameters is
eﬃcient and straightforward since they do not involve any
tuning parameters.
The calculation of MFCC parameters begins with the segmentation of a signal into overlapping frames. The power
spectrum of each frame is transformed into the logarithmic
mel-frequency spectrum using a filterbank of 32 triangular
filters. The ith MFC-coeﬃcient of each frame is calculated by

MFCCi =

K




Xk cos i k −

k=1





1 π
,
2 K

(1)

where Xk is the logarithmic energy of the kth mel-spectrum
and K is the total number of bands. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) in (1) decreases the dimensionality of the feature vector and decorrelates features as well. In this work a
256 (6 ms) sample frame size was used and adjacent frames
overlapped by 50%. Syllables were parameterized using the
first 12 MFC-coeﬃcients and the energy term. Also, delta and
delta-delta coeﬃcients were calculated to measure temporal
change in parameters and delta parameters.

Table 1: Descriptive parameters used in this work. An asterisk (∗)
in the last column indicates that the feature is calculated on a frameto-frame basis.
Feature
Spectral features
Spectral centroid
Signal bandwidth
Spectral roll-oﬀ frequency
Spectral flux
Spectral flatness
Frequency range

mSC, vSC
mBW, vBW
mSRF, vSRF
mSF, vSF
mSFM, vSFM
range1, range2

Temporal features
Zero crossing rate
Short time energy
Syllable temporal duration
Modulation spectrum

mZCR, vZCR
mEN, vEN
T
MSm, MSf

4.

In many applications in the field of audio signal processing, the specific signal model is unknown and the spectral
charasteristics may be quite varied. This is typical especially
within the field of animal and natural sounds. In these applications it is common to use many descriptive measures
to parametrize sounds, that are derived from both the temporal and spectral domains. In this paper syllables are represented with 11 low-level signal parameters. Seven features
are calculated on a frame-to-frame basis providing a short
time description of syllables. First, syllables are divided into
overlapping frames of 256 samples with 50% overlap. Features are then calculated for each frame and the mean and
variance values of the feature trajectories are used as the actual features of the recognition system. Therefore, we have 14
features calculated on a frame basis. Five more features are
calculated from the entire syllable duration thus increasing
the total number of descriptive parameters to 19. These parameters are listed in Table 1. A detailed description of these
features is provided in [14].

Frame feature
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗
∗

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
CLASSIFICATION

Support vector machines and other kernel-based methods
have become a popular tool in many kinds of machine learning tasks. In audio processing, SVMs have been used, for
example, in phonetic segmentation [20], speech recognition
[21], and general audio classification [22]. One advantage of
SVMs is their accuracy and superior generalization properties they oﬀer when compared to many other types of classifiers. SVMs are based on statistical learning theory and
structural risk minimization [23]. In the following section
a brief introduction to SVM classification operation is presented when applied to binary and multiclass cases as is done
in this work. For a more detailed tutorial covering support
vector machines, refer to [24].
4.1.

3.2. Descriptive parameters

Abbreviation

Binary classification

Let xi ∈ m be a feature vector or a set of input variables
and let yi ∈ {+1, −1} be a corresponding class label, where
m is the dimension of the feature vector. In linearly separable
cases a separating hyperplane satisfies


yi w · xi + b ≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , n,

(2)

where the hyperplane is denoted by a vector of weights w
and a bias term b. The optimal separating hyperplane, when
classes have equal loss-functions, maximizes the margin between the hyperplane and the closest samples of classes. The
margin is given by


d(w, b) = min

{xi ,yi =1}

=

2
w 

.

w · xi + b
+ min
{x j ,y j =−1}
w 



w · xj + b
w 
(3)
(4)

The optimal separating hyperplane can now be solved by
maximizing (4) subject to (2). The solution can be found
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using the method of Lagrange multipliers. The objective is
now to minimize the Lagrangian



1
L p (w, b, α) = w2 − αi yi w · xi + b + αi ,
2
i=1
i=1
l

l

(5)

and requires that the partial derivatives of w and b be zero. In
(5), αi are nonnegative Lagrange multipliers. Partial derivatives propagate to constraints w = i αi yi xi and i αi yi = 0.
Substituting w into (5) gives the dual form
Ld (w, b, α) =

l



1 
αi α j yi y j xi · x j ,
2 i, j =1
l

αi −

i=1

(6)

which is not anymore an explicit function of w or b. The optimal hyperplane can be found by maximizing (6) subject to
i αi yi = 0 and all Lagrange multipliers are nonnegative.
However, in most real world situations classes are not linearly separable and it is not possible to find a linear hyperplane that would satisfy (2) for all i = 1, . . . , n. In these cases
a classification problem can be made linearly separable by using a nonlinear mapping into the feature space where classes
are linearly separable. The condition for perfect classification
can now be written as




yi w · Φ xi

+ b ≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , n,

(7)

where Φ is the mapping into the feature space. Note that the
feature mapping may change the dimension of the feature
vector. The problem now is how to find a suitable mapping
Φ to the space where classes are linearly separable. It turns
out that it is not required to know the mapping explicitly as
can be seen by writing (7) in the dual form
yi

l


 



α j y j Φ x j · Φ xi



+ b ≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , n,

j =1

(8)
and replacing the inner product in (8) with a suitable kernelfunction K(x j , xi ) = Φ(x j ) · Φ(xi ). This form arises from
the same procedure as was done in the linearly separable case,
that is, writing the Lagrangian of (7), solving partial derivatives, and substituting them back into the Lagrangian. Using
a kernel trick, we can remove the explicit calculation of the
mapping Φ and need to only solve the Lagrangian (6) in dual
form, where the inner product xi · x j  has been transposed
with the kernel function in nonlinearly separable cases. In the
solution of the Lagrangian, all data points with nonzero (and
nonnegative) Lagrange multipliers are called support vectors
(SV).
Often the hyperplane that separates the training data perfectly would be very complex and would not generalize well
to external data since data generally includes some noise and
outliers. Therefore, we should allow some violation in (2)
and (7). This is done with the nonnegative slack variable ζi :




yi w · Φ xi

+ b ≥ 1 − ζi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

(9)

The slack variable is adjusted by the regularization constant
C, which determines the tradeoﬀ between complexity and
the generalization properties of the classifier. This limits the
Lagrange multipliers in the dual objective function (6) to the
range 0 ≤ αi ≤ C.
Any function that is derived from mappings to the feature
space satisfies the conditions for the kernel function. However, this approach requires the design of a suitable feature
map and it also restricts the number of possible kernel functions. A more common approach is to find functions that
fulfill the characterization of a kernel function. A symmetric
function in the input space is a kernel function if a kernel
matrix K = [K(x j , xi )]ni, j =1 is positive semidefinite, that is, its
eigenvalues are nonnegative. Probably the most commonly
used kernel function is the Gaussian




K x j , xi = exp −



x j − xi 2 

2σ 2

.

(10)

The Gaussian kernel function is translation invariant and
it generalizes well for diﬀerent shape classes in the feature
space. Also, the Gaussian kernel has only one tuning parameter σ which adjusts the kernel’s width.
4.2.

Multiclass classification

The above discussion only covers the binary classification
case, which is insuﬃcient for our situation. There are several ways to construct SVM classifiers for more than two
classes. Methods can be divided into submethods that use
only one decision function, or into methods that solve many
binary problems, the latter being more common. Furthermore, methods comprising multiple binary classifiers can be
constructed in many ways. In [25] a good review of diﬀerent
methods is presented.
In this work, we use a binary decision tree that consists
of binary SVM classifiers at each node [26]. Each classifier
performs classification between two classes ignoring all other
classes. At each layer of the decision tree one class is rejected.
Finally, at the bottom, the last remaining class is considered
as the winning class. Figure 2 indicates the topology of the
SVM decision tree classifier for the species listed in table 2.
Using the standard method, the classifiers in the nodes
of the decision tree have identical model parameters. However, this may lead to a nonoptimal binary classifier for some
nodes, especially when the classes are not equally spaced in
the feature space, as is the case with this problem. In this paper, customized classifiers for each node of the decision tree
are used. Each node contains a binary SVM classifier with a
Gaussian kernel function where the regularization constant
and width of the Gaussian kernel are diﬀerent for each classifier.
4.3.

Training SVMs

Construction of SVM classifiers includes two phases. The
first phase requires finding optimal model parameters, that
is, the regularization constant C and the width of the Gaussian kernel σ. Actual training of the classifier is performed
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Figure 2: Topology of the decision tree classifier.

during the second phase. These two phases are repeated separately for each pair of classes in the decision tree.
N-fold cross validation is used to find the optimal values
for the model parameters. In this work, N depends on the
number of individuals within species for dataset 1 (Table 2).
For all pairs of classes in the decision tree, the data points
are divided into the training and test subsets such that the
test subset contains all data vectors from one individual. The
training subset is used to construct an SVM classifier and its
performance is evaluated with a test subset. The classification error is the average of the test errors of the subsets. For
dataset 2 (Table 3) a 10-fold cross validation in training data
was used to select optimal model parameters. The validation
procedure is repeated for a grid of parameter values C and
σ. Parameters that produce the lowest classification error are
selected as the final model parameters. Limits for the parameter values are chosen such that they contain extreme values
at all ends of the scale and the resolution of values is suitable.
Actual training of SVM classifiers is performed using the
sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [27]. The
MATLAB support vector machine toolbox [28] implementation of the SMO algorithm was used to train individual
SVM classifiers. The SMO algorithm decomposes the original large-scale optimization problem into several smaller
problems that can be solved analytically. The SMO algorithm
solves the Lagrangian for two vectors at each iteration. The
vectors are selected from the set of vectors that violates the
optimality condition.

Table 2: 1st set of bird species used for recognition in this work.
The last column indicates the total number of syllables.
Lat. Abbr.

Common name

Individuals

Syllables

CORRAX
CORNIX

Common Raven
Hooded Crow

7
8

91
160

PICPIC
GARGLA

Magpie
Eurasian Jay

7
9

312
99

ACRSCH
ACRRIS

Sedge Warbler
Marsh Warbler

6
8

331
277

Table 3: 2nd set of bird species studied in this work. The last two
columns indicate the number of syllables in training and testing
datasets, respectively.
Lat. Abbr.

Common name

Syllables train

Syllables test

ANAPLA
ANSANS

Mallard
Greylag Goose

138
135

60
59

COTCOT
CRECRE
GLAPAS

Quail
Corncrake
Pygmy Owl

190
443
113

83
110
48

LOCFLU
PICPIC

River Warbler
Magpie

890
203

328
97

PORPOR

Spotted Crake

166

69
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Table 4: Recognition results for datasets 1 and 2 (upper and lower panel, resp.). Values indicate the percentage of correctly classified syllables
for each species using diﬀerent parametric representations.
species
CORRAX
CORNIX
PICPIC
GARGLA
ACRSCH
ACRRIS
overall

comp
89
76
85
89
64
75
79

MFCC
95
87
82
83
73
88
85

MFCC Δ
89
84
84
84
85
92
88

MFCC Δ Δ
92
88
87
81
82
90
87

mixture
95
89
91
92
86
92
91

reference
92
66
63
80
57
86
74

species
ANAPLA
ANSANS
COTCOT
CRECRE
GLAPAS
LOCFLU
PICPIC
PORPOR
overall

comp
93
76
100
100
75
100
98
100
96

MFCC
98
75
96
100
100
100
87
100
96

MFCC Δ
98
90
96
100
100
100
87
100
97

MFCC Δ Δ
98
90
96
100
100
100
87
100
97

mixture
100
85
100
99
90
100
96
100
98

reference
98
83
100
96
96
100
94
100
96

5.

RESULTS

Recognition performance was tested with datasets used in
[15, 16]. Species in dataset 1 are listed in Table 2. Recognition
was tested separately for each individual by arranging the test
so that syllables in the testing dataset were not used during
the training phase. The recognition results indicate the percentage of correctly classified syllables. Information regarding dataset 2 is described in Table 3. In this dataset, manually
segmented syllables were distributed into training and testing
subsets. Syllables from single individuals were part of either
datasets but not both, thus recognition was also individually
independent for the second dataset.
Recognition results for dataset 1 (Table 2) are shown in
the upper panel in Table 4. Columns indicate recognition
results with a diﬀerent parametric representation. A mixture model includes all MFC-coeﬃcients (including delta
and delta-delta coeﬃcients) as well as descriptive parameters. The reference produces the best recognition performance as obtained in [15], where MFCC parameters were
used for syllable representation and nearest-neighbor classification with the Mahalanobis distance measure used for
recognition. The best recognition results were obtained using a mixture model, but the feature vector dimension was
also the highest with this representation.
Results for dataset 2 are shown in the lower panel of
Table 4. The reference results are from [16] where syllables were represented with four parameters derived from a
wavelet decomposed signal representation and where neural networks were used for classification. Results show only
a slight diﬀerence in performance between diﬀerent parametric representations. Compared to the reference method,
the SVM classifier performs equally well when compared to

other parametric representations. Also, in this dataset the
best overall recognition result was obtained with a mixture
model.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, support vector machine classification methods
were applied to automatic recognition of bird species. Recognition was tested with two datasets previously used in this
project in order to obtain references for the new methods.
Results suggest that equal or better performance, compared
to the reference methods, was achieved. However, recognition results for two datasets cannot be directly compared
since dataset 2 includes more species with a larger spectrum
of diﬀerent sounds than dataset 1. Species in the dataset 1
are also more closely related when compared to the species
in dataset 2.
In the proposed method the decision tree topology is invariant to the ordering of the species (classes) and the same
result would have been arrived at by changing the ordering of the species in the tree. This topology is eﬃcient and
straightforward to construct and it does not require any additional information regarding the relations between diﬀerent
species. However, a hierarchical topology that utilizes the relationships of the sound between diﬀerent species could lead
to a more robust and computationally eﬃcient classifier.
In the proposed method all syllables are represented with
the same parameters. However, the decision tree topology
in the classifier enables the use of weighting of features in
each subproblem separately. For example, when weighting is
not used, in dataset 2 the recognition results for the Pygmy
Owl (GLAPAS) (lower panel in Table 4, row 5) using the descriptive parameter model is 75% while using MFCC-models
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100% accuracy is achieved. The method thus produces a
lower recognition result (90%) in the mixture model when
compared to the MFCC-models. Future work will investigate
the use of feature weighting, for example, its use would have
produced 100% accuracy in the case of the mixture model.
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